
   

Contact
emamodeeee@yahoo.com

www.linkedin.com/in/emaedosio
(LinkedIn)

Top Skills
Producing
Film Production
Post Production

Honors-Awards
Film and Television Director of the
year
Audience choice awards
Best international film
Best editor award
Best Picture

Publications
Nigeria: Indie Helmers Left Behind
by B.O. Boom 
Social realism and a 'new voice' in
Nigerian cinema
Meet The Nigerian New Wave
Director Behind the Film 'Kasala!' 
These Are the Women Pushing
Nollywood to Greater Heights in
2019 

Ema Edosio Deelen
Video Journalist at BBC
Nigeria

Summary
I have worked on a vast amount and variety of productions including
but not limited to documentaries, film and television.  My experience
on these production has given me a strong grasp of working
on diverse projects.  I have gained experience and skills in per-
production, production (camera and lighting), and post-production.

Experience

BBC
Video Journalist
July 2019 - Present (10 months)
Africa

Bliss Productions
KASALA! (Film Director)
January 2018 - October 2019 (1 year 10 months)
Lagos, Nigeria

Kasala! is a vivid portrayal of contemporary Lagos and a riotous combination
of physical comedy, inventive turns of phrases combined with fluid camera
work and committed performances from some of the young and bright African
acting talents.

Written by Temi Sodipo and directed by Ema Edosio was chosen for the
closing gala of the 2018 edition of Film Africa in London this November, out of
a total of 39 films from 15 countries. Kasala! was accepted to 30 international
festivals and has won 9 international awards.

BBC
2 years

Video Journalist
January 2018 - May 2019 (1 year 5 months)
Nigeria

Broadcast Journalist (Video)
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2017 - May 2018 (1 year)
Lagos Nigeria

Work with other members of the Pidgin and Nigeria team, and the wider BBC
Africa newsroom, to identify and produce creative and innovative video news
content.

To originate innovative formats for BBC Pidgin social media posts best suited
for each social network, including Facebook and Instagram and optimize
these formats using social analytics and then champion the use of successful
formats across the team.

Re-version BBC material with a mobile audience in mind.

To create multimedia content for publication on social media and the BBC
Pidgin mobile audiences, as appropriate and to the required specification
whilst maintaining professional journalistic standards of accuracy, impartiality
and adhering to the BBC's Editorial guidelines.

Research, storyboard and produce stories.
Create headlines and video teasers to promote our stories and reach to as
wide an audience as possible.

To show visual creativity in the use of pictures and graphics to illustrate and
explain fast-moving events and complex stories

EbonyLife TV
THE GOVERNOR (Series Director)
July 2015 - 2016 (1 year)
Lagos Nigeria

The Governor is a television series about Angela Ochello, the Deputy
Governor of Savannah State, who with no governorship ambitions finds herself
suddenly entangled in a web of political intrigue after the untimely death of the
incumbent Governor.

Ndani TV
SKINNY GIRL IN TRANSIT SEASON 3 (Series Director)
May 2014 - June 2015 (1 year 2 months)
Lagos Nigeria
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Skinny Girl in Transit is a web series produced by Ndani TV, it is a comedy
about a young Nigerian woman and her efforts to lose weight and find love. 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skinny_Girl_in_Transit

Konbini
Video editor and camera operator
2014 - February 2015 (1 year)
Lagos Nigeria

Produced and edited short videos for Konbini online platforms 

Conceptualized and defined innovative user experiences

Worked remotely with the creative team in Paris and London

Google
Digital consultant and Enabler
October 2014 - 2015 (1 year)
Lagos Nigeria

Oversee online content programing and content creation – which includes: 
shooting, editing and uploading publisher content.

Help partners to leverage Google+ as the primary online platform to promote 
content.
Train partners on optimizing the content on their YouTube channels using the 
principles in the YouTube Creators playbook. Optimization should include 
metatagging, annotations, channel branding and video categorization into
playlists.

Train partners on creating Google+ posts - text, photos and videos – around 
announcements, press releases, activities and high-profile events

Help partners integrate Google+ tools into their offline media activities - which
may 
include print, TV and radio programs

Spice Tv
Content Producer
January 2014 - March 2014 (3 months)
Lagos Nigeria
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I  produced two television shows called HAIR AND BEAUTY FACTORY and
HAIR AND BEAUTY WITH for SPICE TV.

Education
Motion Picture Institute Of Michigan
Cinematography and Film/Video Production · (2011 - 2012)

New York Film Academy
Diploma, Digital film Making · (2010 - 2010)
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